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To strengthen our team we are looking for aTo strengthen our team we are looking for a

minimal windowsminimal windows®®...MAXIMUM VIEW!...MAXIMUM VIEW!
Become part of Keller Minimal Windows SABecome part of Keller Minimal Windows SA

ACCOUNTANT (m/f/d)

Permanent contract / FT - Troisvierges, LuxembourgPermanent contract / FT - Troisvierges, Luxembourg

The companyThe company

Since 1990, KELLER minimal windowsSince 1990, KELLER minimal windows®® has been known for its exclusive designs, high quality standards and  has been known for its exclusive designs, high quality standards and 
innovative spirit in the field of minimalist sliding window systems. We offer you a rewarding and supportive innovative spirit in the field of minimalist sliding window systems. We offer you a rewarding and supportive 
working environment, the experience and opportunities of a local company on a human scale, which is part of working environment, the experience and opportunities of a local company on a human scale, which is part of 
a successful international group.a successful international group.

RoleRole

* Provide support to the financial department by managing daily accounting tasks.
* Contribute to the overall efficient operation of the department.

ResponsibilitiesResponsibilities

* Post and process journal entries to ensure all business transactions are recorded.
* Monitoring of customer and supplier balances.
* Preparation of payments.
* Assist in the processing of balance sheets, income statements and other financial statements 

according to legal and company accounting and financial guidelines.
* Participate in the internal projects of the company.

ProfileProfile

* Bachelor’s degree in accounting.
* At least three years’ experience in a similar position.
* Excellent understanding of accounting principles and practices.
* High level of attention to detail.
* Analytical ability, organisation skills and team-player.
* Solution-oriented and have a „hands-on“ mentality.
* Accounting software’s experience.
* Fluency in French and German; English knowledge is a strong asset.


